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CREDIT MAKER OUTLINE
Credit Maker is a high calibre new initiative that will support 12 female practitioners across directing, cinematography
and composing to attain a career defining credit on a scripted production; to elevate their career trajectory; and, to
bring change in female HoD representation in the sector.
Credit Maker is supported by Screen Australia’s Gender Matters umbrella in partnership with the Australian Guild of
Screen Composers, the Australian Directors Guild and the Australian Cinematographers Society.
REGISTRATION PROCESS for SCREEN COMPOSERS
The AGSC (the Guild) will call for expressions of interest from eligible female/female identifying composers and compile
a Register of Interest.
Eligible composers are those who identify as female and who have up to two (2) main credits.
Main credits being: Feature Film, Feature Documentary, TV Series or Mini-series.
This includes composers with less credits.
A composer may put forward an argument to be included on the Register if main credits have not been released
theatrically or achieved distribution or been selected for major film festivals.
Suggested scenarios for the way the money can be allocated.
1. The Placee receives a Co-Composer credit with another composer, working collaboratively across the series or
feature film. Co-Composer to be fairly discussed and attributed by both the Eligible composer and the Experienced
composer
2. The Placee receives the full credit: Composer and is fully responsible for the score.
They may engage a more established composer in the role of Executive Music Director or Executive Music Producer to
argue for them to be offered the contract and guarantee the work will be professional and meet deadlines. (Hans
Zimmer approach).
3. That a Placee can be brought onto a TV series that has a composer or a music production company attached. The
Placee would be offered one complete episode to achieve the credit Composer.
OR
One complete episode with the Credit Co-Composer.
4. That an eligible composer is brought into a project already allocated to a composer or team and works alongside this
composer and receives a credit of Additional Composer, Co-Composer or Composer depending on what the eligible
composer can negotiate in terms of tasks and credit, to be fairly discussed and attributed by both the Eligible composer
and the Experienced composer
The eligible composer will need to inform the AGSC or apply to the AGSC to be considered for the Grant once the
project and the position and credit of the composer has been confirmed.
The applications will be received bi-annually and assessors will be contracted to make the final decision. The decision
will be based on the Credit offered and the how the project will benefit the Placee in terms of visibility and future
opportunities.
These grants should be made available for long form projects including all Screen Australia funded projects, projects on
commercial streaming platforms, and mainstream distribution.
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